CIBA’s Basketweavers’ Showcase at Gathering 2022

share your work · share your knowledge · share your culture

Open To California Indian Basketweavers using traditional materials and techniques.

Entries will be accepted Friday, June 24, between 1pm and 5pm. (PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A TIME CHANGE)
NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED! NO EXCEPTIONS!

Requirements for Entry
Please read and sign the CIBA Basketweavers’ Showcase Entry Guidelines below. The Certification form must be signed and dated before the entry can be accepted. Forms may be submitted at time of entry.

CIBA Basketweavers Showcase Entry Guidelines

1. Basket(s) must be made entirely by a person of California Indian ancestry, using traditions from their own tribe.
2. Basket(s) must have been completed within the last twelve (12) months.
3. Unfinished baskets cannot and will not be accepted.
4. Baskets must be made entirely of traditional plant materials. Beads and yarn are acceptable in decoration, but not for major construction.
5. Basket entries must be submitted in person.

CIBA cannot accept baskets made with non-traditional materials, including:

- Commercial Reed
- Nylon
- Glue
- Raffia
- Artificial Sinew
- Pine Needles
- Tape

I hereby promise that the materials and techniques used in the baskets I am submitting for the Showcase are entirely those of my tribal traditions. I am a descendant of a California Indian community and my baskets are made entirely from California native plant materials, with the exception of trade beads, string, or traditional animal materials. By agreeing to abide by the Showcase rules, I am acknowledging my support for CIBA’s vision.

No more than three (3) entries per person will be accepted
Please use a separate form for each entry

Raffle [ ] For Sale [ ]

Weaver’s Name__________________________ Tribal Affiliation__________________________

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Address__________________________ City__________________________ State_________ Zip__________
Telephone__________________________ Email__________________________

Current Member of CIBA Yes [ ] No [ ] (if not, you must join CIBA in order to participate)

Criteria:
Are you a basket weaver of California Indian Ancestry? Yes [ ] No [ ]
Are the materials used in your basket natural fibers? Yes [ ] No [ ]
Are the natural fibers from California native plants? Yes [ ] No [ ]
About you and your work
Briefly describe your basket, the weaving style and its purpose:

What type of basket (for example, cradle basket, winnowing tray, etc)?

Dimensions Height __________ Width __________ Length __________
Estimated Value For Insurance __________
Describe the basket, its type and purpose

Materials and techniques used (be specific; e.g. redbud split and peeled, willow roots, willow shoots peeled, gathered in springtime, etc.)

Explain the basket and what it means to you. Please describe or inform what and why you used this design, etc.

Drop off Showcase Entry
I give permission to CIBA to photograph myself and my basket and to use this photograph in future CIBA publications.

Date ______ Signature ________________________________________
Pick Up Showcase Entry
Date ______ Signature ________________________________________

For CIBA use only
Attach Photo Here